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Beach audio inc

BBB is still running and focusing on our business weathing. BBB is still operating and focused on our business wearing and our consumers throughout this crisis. Please check the available resources BBB.org/coronavirus. Some of the sources of information on which BBB relies are temporarily unavailable. Also, many
companies are closed, suspended or not operating as usual, and are unable to respond to complaints and other requests. BBB information and business profiles reflect the latest information available to us. We appreciate your patience, because we and all of our communities are focusing on tackling this crisis. Location
This Business1601 N Sepulveda Blvd #712, Manhattan Beach, CA 90266-5111Years in Business:18Business Started:1/1/2002Business Incorporated 1/1/2002Licensing Information: This business is an industry that may require professional licensing, pasting or registration. The BBB encourages you to check with the
relevant agency to make sure that all requirements are currently met. Entity Type:CorporationNumber of Employees:10Count more business details07/21/2020Called to return item. I said i would refuse delivery ... the woman on the phone said: well ... I just pay shipping. Return delivery rejected. Fedex. 14,000 BTU
portable air conditioner.... Read moreDesired OutcomeComplete Refund... 3 Customer reviewsI bought an Optimus micathermic glass panel heater from Beachaudio. I got my product immediately and in a timely question. My heater works at Awsome!!!! When I had a question, beachaudio answered quickly and was very
useful Ã nd kind. You won't find that personal touch in many companies these days. Sad, but true. I will most definitely do business with them in the future! Please Stay Professional and Support Company You Are. Thank you Beachaudio and Optimus. 2 Great Companies! PeaceRead 2 More Customer ReviewsLocation
this business1601 N Sepulveda Blvd #712, Manhattan Beach, CA 90266-5111Years in Business:18Business Started:1/1/2002Business Incorporated:1/1/2002Licensing Information:This business is an industry that can require professional licensing, pasting or registration. The BBB encourages you to check with the
relevant agency to make sure that all requirements are currently met. Entity Type:CorporationNumber of Employees:10Read more business detailsBBB business profiles cannot be reproduced for sales or advertising purposes. BBB Business Profiles are provided only to help you implement your best judgment. BBB asks
third parties to publish complaints, reports and/or replies on this website to confirm that the information provided is accurate. However, BBB does not check the accuracy of the information provided by third parties and does not guarantee the accuracy of business profile information. the size and volume of the company's
business and understand that the nature of the complaints and the company's responses to them are often more important than the number of complaints. BBB Business Profiles typically cover a three-year reporting period. BBB Business Profiles are subject to change at any time. If you choose to do business with this
business, please inform the company that you have contacted BBB about the BBB Business Profile.As policy issue, BBB does not approve any product, service or business. BBB reports certain market practices. See What BBB Reports OnBBB Business Profiles cannot be reproduced for sales or advertising purposes.
BBB Business Profiles are provided only to help you implement your best judgment. BBB asks third parties to publish complaints, reports and/or replies on this website to confirm that the information provided is accurate. However, BBB does not check the accuracy of the information provided by third parties and does not
guarantee the accuracy of business profile information. BBB Business Profiles typically cover a three-year reporting period. BBB Business Profiles are subject to change at any time. If you choose to do business with this business, please inform the company that you have contacted BBB about the BBB Business
Profile.As policy issue, BBB does not approve any product, service or business. 05/01/2020before a couple of car stereo speakers that came damaged and possibly from the factory. THE SELLER CHARGED RESTOCK ON A PAIR OF DAMAGED PURCHASED SPEAKERS FROM A Newegg Seller, Beach Audio, and
installed them in my vehicle. Unfortunately they were spoiled and didn't work at all, there was only a small crackle sound with no real audio. Got RMA and back them. According to the NEWEGG policy, if damaged hardware is delivered, the customer does not pay restocking fees. this seller said that since I didn't use the
exact word spoiled in the complaint they were charging me a renewal fee anyway. Although it's not much, it's just funny even in this COVID 19 era. Newegg is not likely to communicate is about waiting for callbacks that never come from them. When I informed the seller that this is not the way it works, they effectively said
GFY more or less. Disappointing. The desired result requires a full refund of the entire amount. and they should be blacklisted as a disreputable seller for this: Re: You can't charge me a restocking fee for returnind faulty waste!!!! Beach Audio Customer Service April 30, 2020 10:12 Am By:
*****************************************I apologize, but a total of $3.98 was taken from your total due to the recovery fee for inventory items. In your return email you notified us that the speakers had poor sound quality, but not that it was a damaged item. -- ****** Beach Audio Customer ServiceThu, April 30, 2020 at 1:38pm
PDT, wrote: These speakers were returned to you because they were corrupted!!! NEWEGG has not refunded the full purchase price of this policy below: ****************************************************************************************************!!! don't pull this ******* ********!!!! I'll never buy from NEWEGG again because
of this ********!!! Original Order: Seller: BeachAudio Customer Comment: Shipping Label Tracking: Shipping Label Valid Through: ********* item **************-these speakers are rubbish. distorted sound, do not know what made them, but they certainly do not check them at all. if it's a new quality NEWEGG, it seems I
won't be ordering anything else ever again. these speakers came pretty quickly, but they're garbage!!!!! ****!!!! 4/24/2020 3:51:55 PM Return Item List: 1 x ($26.56) Autotek 300W 6-1/2 2-Way ATS Series Coaxial Shallow Mount Car Speakers $26.56 Important statement: item(s) to be returned in its entirety, including retail
packaging with an added matching UPC code/serial number and all accessories included in the purchase. If the combined transaction item is returned separately for repayment, the combined discount will be deducted from the refund amount. If the combined discount is greater than the price of the item, the item cannot
be returned without all the items in the combined list. Any refund may result in a 15% restocking fee. Return must be properly packed to protect from damage in transit. Please note that any damage caused by improper handling, improper installation or product damage will be denied to you and the product will be
returned to you. Where these instr Beach Audio was founded in August 2002 with a mission to provide the best experience online to buy Consumer Electronics. We focus on a pleasant experience in buying electronics online. Unfortunately, many of our competitors would rather bombard you with pop-ups, unrelated
advertising, and up-sales than making their sites easy to use. As we high you, our client, we will never insult you in third-party ads. Have you ever found a low price on another website, just to be socked by the exorbitable shipping costs on the final checkout page? It's not going to happen here! We offer FREE land
delivery on all orders! The availability of our products is clearly visible on every product page, by the time the inventory was last updated so you can avoid back order surprises. Our unautited customer service representatives are to help you with all the questions you might have. Our goal is to pick up the phone with one
to two rings, and you won't need to navigate any touch tone menus to reach the cheerful sales representative. Our shopping office is located in the beautiful city of Manhattan Beach, California, just three miles south of LAX International Airport and 2 km from the landmark Manhattan Beach Pier. We are in stock not
warehouses for warehouses. Instead, we ship from several warehouses located all over the country. Our sophisticated execution system will automatically send from the warehouse location closest to your shipping address! Since we've streamlined to do internet enforcement, we can't offer in-store pickup except for a few
larger televisions that are available from our Canoga Park, California warehouse. Please call for more details. All the items we sell are brand new and FACTORY sealed. We do not sell any refurbished, used, or B Stock merchandise. Why are our prices so low? It's simple. We have modeled our business a lot as a
wholesaler. We sell in huge quantities and have streamlined our operations to provide you with the best combination of prices and services available anywhere. Need more proof? Visit our independent ratings page! Customer ratings and feedback We are quite proud of the ratings and reviews we receive from
independent sources. Please visit our Ratings &amp; Feedback page to see for yourself! Sales and support We will be happy to help you with all your questions and concerns. Local: 310-421-0280 Hours: (8-4 PST M-TH, 8-12 PST Fri) Product Information: Shipping We currently ship to the continental U.S. and Puerto
Rico. We apologize, but we are not currently sending to Alaska, Hawaii and any international country (including Canada) or other US territories such as Guam and the Virgin Islands. We do not send to an address to which UPS or Fedex cannot deliver. This includes APO and PO Box addresses. The flat-rate shipping fee
applies only to goods that can be shipped via UPS Ground. Goods that cannot be delivered to UPS Ground include all TVs of 37 or larger, as well as any delivery outside the continental United States. U.S. customers have the option to choose UPS Next Day Air, Day 2 air or 3-day select service for an additional fee.
Price/description errors We do our best to make sure that our prices and descriptions are accurate. In the event of a price or description error, Beach Audio reserves the right to cancel the order at any time and for any reason. In this case, a full refund will be granted for the order. Delivery time Most orders are delivered
within one working day from placing the order. To reach your destination, you need to go4 one to six working days. Our order limit time is 11 PST. Any order made after this the next working day. This includes air orders made after 11 pst! If the item is out of inventory, you will be notified within one business day. VAT will
be charged according to the law of the country to which your order is delivered and will be displayed as a line item at check-out. If your purchase is exempt, please info@beachaudio.com us to another and submit your tax-exempt documentation so that we can process the sales tax refund, if applicable. Payment Methods
We Accept Visa, Master Card, American Express and Discover. We do not accept personal checks or money orders. We recommend that you pay by credit card for your protection. This is the safest and fastest way to pay. Return Policy Try our new: Online Return Authorization Form for faster processing, please use our
new online return authorization form to get ra# (return authorization number). Orders returned without RA# will be rejected. PLEASE DO NOT SEND ANY RETURN TO OUR MANHATTAN BEACH ADDRESS - IT WILL BE REJECTED! When you receive RA# from us, it will include the correct address to send a return.
Please note that inbound and outbound shipping costs are not refundable or reimbursable under any circumstances. Also note that we cannot take back any return without the original manufacturer's box and packaging materials. Be sure to keep all this until you're absolutely sure you won't be returning it! Excluded items
- the following items can not be returned to Beach Audio for any reason: All televisions/displays 40 and more (including LCD and plasma), massage chairs, television stands, all home and office video projectors, toner cartridges, electric scooters, open DVDs, open video games, computer games, computer games,
computers and notebooks, CD duplicators, air conditioners, refrigerators, ranges, ventilation, ceiling fans and any activated satellite unit (XM, Sirius, DirecTv, etc.). Manufacturers of these items require that all returns be made through the required guarantees. Damaged items - Damaged items that are then mentioned in
the Excluded Items section above may be returned within 30 days of delivery. Due to the complexity of internet transactions, we do not offer exchanges, however, we are happy to credit the cost of supplying outbound land for replacement orders. Please send an e-mail to a number with an order number if a replacement
order is being made for a freight loan. Note: If the replacement is purchased by express sending, only the cost of delivering the Earth cargo will be refunded. Uneected items – Any unincected items that have not been damaged, but then those mentioned in the excluded items mentioned above, can be returned 30 days
after the delivery date. For these goods you'll be charged a 15% restock fee. Open items must be in the resusable state and must be in all original packages, accessories, Card. Higher restocking fee (20-50%) is used when the item is returned to a state that prevents us from reselling it. Defective goods - In rare cases, if
the item is damaged, please remove the shipment if the damage is external, or let us know within 24 hours if the damage is concealed. WE CANNOT ACCEPT DAMAGES CLAIMS AFTER 24 HOURS FROM THE DATE OF SIGNATURE. Beach Audio, at its sole discretion, will either ship a reserve or issue a full refund
when and if, the claim is resolved by the carrier. Goods shipped to freight forwarders must be checked for damage before shipment. If the goods are signed or left in the possession of the freight forwarder, no claims for damage will be accepted. Security Beach Audio uses the latest SSL encryption technology to make
sure your order is secure. Credit card numbers are encrypted before they reach our servers to provide an additional level of protection. Privacy Policy Last updated: 24 December 2019 This privacy policy describes our policies and procedures regarding the collection, use and disclosure of your information when you use
the Service and will tell you about your privacy rights and how the law protects you. We use your Personal Data to provide and improve the Service. By using the Service, you consent to the collection and use of information in accordance with this Privacy Policy. Interpretation and definitions Interpretation Words with
initial letters are in capital letters meaning what is defined under the following conditions: Such definitions have the same meaning, whether singule or plural. Definitions In this Privacy Policy: You are the person who accesses or uses the Service, or the company or other legal entity on whose behalf that person accesses
or uses the Service, if necessary. The company (hereinafter the Company, We, We or Ours in this Agreement) applies to Beach Audio Inc., 1601 N Sepulveda Blvd #712, Manhattan Beach, CA 90266. A tied undertaking is an entity which controls or controls a party where control is the ownership of 50 % or more of
shares, shares or other securities entitled to vote in favour of the election of a director or other managing authority. An Account is a unique account created for you to access our Service or parts of our Service. The website refers to Beach Audio,s service refers to the Website. The state applies to: California, a U.S.
service provider is any natural or legal person who processes data on behalf of the Company. This applies to third-party companies or individuals employed by the Company to promote the Service, to provide the Service on behalf of the Company, to provide services related to the Service or to help the Company how the
service is used. A third-party social media service applies to any website or any social networking site through which the User may sign up or create an account to use the Service. Personal data means any information relating to an identified or identifiable person. For ccpa purposes, Personal Data is any information that
identifies, relates to you, describes or may be directly or indirectly related to you to you. Cookies are small files placed on your computer, mobile device or any other device by a website that contains information about your browsing history on this website, among its many uses. Usage data refers to data collected
automatically, either generated through the Service or from the Service Infrastructure itself (e.g. duration of a page visit). Do Not Track (DNT) is a concept that has been promoted by U.S. regulatory authorities, especially the U.S. Federal Trade Commission (FTC), to the Internet industry to develop and implement a
mechanism that allows Internet users to monitor tracking of their online activities on all websites. Business for CCPA (California Consumer Privacy Act) refers to the Company as a legal entity that collects consumer personal information and determines or uses the purposes and means of processing consumer personal
information, and that it alone or with others determines the purposes and means of processing consumer personal information established in the State of California. The consumer for the CCPA (California Consumer Privacy Act) is a natural person who is a California resident. A resident, as defined by law, includes (1)
any person who is in the United States who is not temporary or temporary, and (2) any person domiciled in the United States who is outside the United States for a temporary or temporary purpose. Sales for CCPA (California Consumer Privacy Act) means the sale, hiring, releasing, distribution, distribution, oral or other
transmission of consumer personal information to the Consumer for money or other valuable consideration. By collecting and using the types of personal data collected during the use of our Service, we may ask you to provide us with certain personally identifiable information that may be used to communicate or identify
you. Personally identifiable information may include, but is not limited to: E-mail address Name Phone number Address, District, Zip Code, Usage Data for City Use data is collected automatically through the Service. Usage data may contain information such as Your device's Internet protocol address (e.g. IP address),
browser type, browser version, pages of our service you visit, time and date of your visit, time spent on those pages, unique device identifiers, and other diagnostic data. When you access the Service through a mobile device, we may automatically collect certain information, including, but not limited to, the type of mobile
device you use, the unique ID of your mobile device, your mobile device's IP address, your mobile operating system, your mobile browser, your mobile browser, the type of mobile web browser you use, unique device identifiers, and other diagnostic data. We may also collect information that your browser sends whenever
you visit our Service or when you access the Service through or through a mobile device. Tracking technologies and cookies We use cookies and similar tracking technologies to track the activities of our services and store certain information. Tracking technologies used are beacons, tags, and scripts to collect and track
information and improve and analyze our service. You can instruct your browser to reject all Cookies or specify when a cookie is sent. However, if you do not accept Cookies, you may not be able to use some parts of our Service. Cookies can be Persistent or Session cookies. Persistent cookies remain on your personal
computer or mobile device when you go offline, but session cookies are deleted as soon as you close your web browser. We use both session and persistent Cookies for the following purposes: Required / Essential Cookies Type: Session Cookies Administered: Us Purpose: These cookies are essential to provide you
with services available through the Website and to enable you to use some of its features. They help authenticate users and prevent fraudulent use of user accounts. Without these Cookies, the services you request are not available and we use these Cookies only to provide you with these services. Cookie Policy/ Type
of Cookie Acceptance: Persistent Cookies administered by: Our purpose: These cookies determine whether users have consented to the use of cookies on the Website. Functionality Cookie Type: Persistent Cookies Administered by: Our Purpose: These cookies allow us to remember the choices you make when you
use the Website, such as remembering your login details or language preferences. The purpose of these Cookies is to provide you with a more personal experience and to avoid you re-entering your preferences each time you use the Website. Tracking and performance cookie type: Persistent cookies administered by:
Third-party purpose: These cookies are used traffic to the Website and how users use the Website. Information obtained through these Cookies may directly or indirectly identify you as an individual visitor. This is because the information collected is usually associated with the device you are using to access the Site. We
may also use these Cookies to test new ads, pages, features or new website functionality to learn how our users respond to them. To learn more about the cookies we use and your preferences regarding cookies, please visit our Cookie Policy. Your Use of Personal Data The Company may use Personal Data for the
following purposes: to provide and maintain our Service, including to monitor the use of our Service. To manage your account: To manage your registration as a user of the Service. The Personal Data you provide may give you access to the various features of the Service that are available to you as a registered user. For
the performance of the contract: the development of a purchase agreement, compliance and commitment to the goods, goods or services you have purchased, or any other contract with us through the Service. To contact you: to contact you by email, phone calls, SMS or other equivalent forms of electronic
communication, such as mobile applications for push notifications of updates or information notices related to features, products or contracted services, including security updates, if necessary or reasonable for their implementation. To provide you with news, special offers, and general information about other goods,

services and events we offer similar to those you have already purchased or are interested in, unless you have chosen not to receive such information. To manage your requests: To visit and manage your requests to us. We may share your personal information in the following situations: With Service Providers: We may
share your personal information with Service Providers to monitor and analyze our use of the Service, help support and maintain our service, contact you, promote third-party websites after processing our Service or payments. Business Transfers: We may share or transfer your personal information in connection with
any merger, sale of company assets, financing, or the purchase of all or part of our company or part of it to another company. With Affiliates: We may share your information with our affiliates, in which case we require these affiliates to honor this Privacy Policy. Affiliates are our parent company and all other subsidiaries,
joint venture partners or other companies that we will control or have jointly controlled with us. With business partners: We may share your information with our business partners to offer you certain products, services, or promotions. With other users: If you share personal information or otherwise public areas with other
users, such information can be viewed by all users and can be publicly distributed outside it. If you interact with other users Register through a third-party social media service, your contacts on the Third Party Social Media Service can see you name, profile, images and description of your activity. Other users will also be
able to view descriptions of your activities, contact you, and view your profile. Your Personal Data Retention The Company will retain your Personal Data only for as long as necessary for the purposes set out in this Privacy Policy. We will retain and use your Personal Data to the extent necessary to comply with our legal
obligations (for example, if we need to retain your data in order to comply with applicable law), resolve disputes and enforce our legal agreements and policies. The company will also retain usage data for internal analysis purposes. Usage data is usually stored for a shorter period of time, unless used to strengthen
security or improve the functionality of our service, or we are legally obliged to retain this data for a longer period of time. The transfer of your Personal Data, including Personal Data, is processed in the Company's operational offices and at any other location where the parties to the processing are located. This means
that this information may be transferred to computers outside your country, province, state or other government jurisdiction, where data protection laws may differ from your jurisdiction. Your consent to this Privacy Policy, followed by the submission of your such information, is your consent to this transfer. The Company
will take all necessary measures to ensure that your data is processed securely and in accordance with this Privacy Policy, and the transfer of your Personal Data will not be transferred to the organization or country unless adequate control is ensured, including the security of your data and other personal information.
Disclosure of your Personal Data Transactions If the Company is involved in a merger, acquisition or sale of assets, your Personal Data may be transferred. We will make a statement prior to the transfer of your Personal Data and are subject to a different Privacy Policy. Law enforcement Under certain circumstances, the
Company may be obliged to disclose your Personal Data if required by law or in response to requests for validity of public authorities (such as a court or public authority). Other legal requirements the Company may disclose your Personal Data in good faith considering that such action is necessary to: comply with a legal
obligation to protect and defend the Company's rights or property Prevent or investigate a possible breach of the Service By protecting the personal safety of users of the Service or the protection of the public against the legal liability of your personal data The security of your Personal Data Is us, but remember that no
transmission method on the Internet or electronic memory method is 100% secure. Although we strive to use commercially acceptable means to protect your Personal Data, we cannot guarantee its absolute security. Detailed information about the processing of your Personal Data Service Providers is available for your
Personal Data only for the purpose of performing your tasks on our behalf and is under an obligation not to disclose or resusembly for any other purpose. Analytics We may use third-party service providers to monitor and analyze the use of our Service. Google Analytics Google Analytics is a web analytics service offered
by Google that tracks and reports website traffic. Google uses the data collected to track and monitor the use of our Service. This data is shared with other Google services. Google may use the data collected to contextualize and personalize its advertising network ads. You can opt out of the google Analytics option by
installing the Google Analytics opt-out browser add-on. The add-on prevents Google Analytics JavaScript (ga.js, analytics.js and dc.js) from sharing information with Google Analytics about visit activities. For more information about Google's privacy practices, please visit the Google Privacy and Terms webpage: Email
Marketing We may use your personal data to contact you through newsletters, marketing or promotional materials and other information you may be interested in. You may opt out of receiving any or all of these notices from us by following the unsubscribe link or instructions provided in any email we send or contact us.
We may use email marketing providers to manage and send you e-mail messages. Payments We offer to use a secure server. All sensitive/credit information supplied is transmitted using Secure Socket Layer (SSL) technology and then encrypted in our database so that only those with special access rights to our
systems can access it and keep confidential information. When the transaction is completed or canceled, all sensitive credit card data is removed from our servers. We use third-party payment processors to process payments and refunds that your personal information is governed by their privacy policy. These payment
processors comply with the standards set by the CPI-DSS, managed by the CPI Safety Standards Board, which is a joint effort by brands such as Visa, Mastercard, American Express and Discover. PCI-DSS requirements help ensure the secure processing of payment information. Their privacy policies can be viewed
their privacy policy may be ccpa privacy of your rights under ccpa in accordance with this Privacy Policy and in accordance with the law if you california resident, you have the following rights: right to notice. You must properly inform which categories of Personal Data are collected and for what purposes Personal Data is
used. Right of access /right to request. CCPA allows you to request and receive from the Company information about the disclosure of your personal data collected by the Company or its subsidiaries for direct marketing purposes by third parties in the last 12 months. Right to say no to the sale of personal data. Since we
do not sell your personal data, it does not apply to your personal data. You have the right to request and receive from the Company information about the disclosure of the following information: The Sources of the Categories of Personal Data collected from which Personal Data was collected. You also have the right to
request the erasing of your personal data collected during the last 12 months. Right not to discriminate. You have the right not to discriminate against the use of one of your Consumer rights, including: denying goods or services to you Different pricing or rates, including using discounts or other benefits or imposing
penalties to ensure a different level or quality of goods or services, we recommend that you receive a different price or price for the goods or services or a different level or quality of goods or services. Use of Ccpa Data Protection Rights To exercise any of your rights under the CCPA, and if you are a California resident,
you can email privacy@beachaudio.com or send orders to Beach Audio Inc., 1601 N Sepulveda Blvd #712, Manhattan Beach, CA 90266. If you choose to allow an authorised representative to submit such a request, please include your written permission to do so. To submit a request for disclosure of categories of
personal information collected to you, please submit your request by post or e-mail and provide the full name and delivery address you provided to the Company when creating your account, as well as a phone number or email address where we may contact you if we request additional information to process your
request. To submit a request to delete information collected about you, please submit your request by post or e-mail and include and include the full name and delivery address you provided to the Company when creating your account, as well as a phone number or email address where we may contact you if we request
further to process your request. To submit a request for disclosure of certain information collected to you, please submit your request by post or e-mail and include the full name, delivery address and billing address that you provided to the Company when creating your account, a signed declaration of the security claim
that you are a consumer whose personal information is the subject of the request. and a phone number or email address where we can contact you if we request additional information to process your request. The company will disclose and supply the necessary information free of charge within 45 days of receiving your
request. The time limit for the provision of the requested information may be extended once by a further 45 days, if reasonably necessary, and with advance notice. Do Not Track Policy, as required by the California Online Privacy Protection Act (CalOPPA), Our service does not respond to do unspeeded signals.
However, some third-party websites track your browsing activity. If you visit such websites, you can set your preferences in your web browser to inform websites you don't want to track. You can enable or disable DNT by visiting your web browser's preferences or settings page. Children's privacy Our service does not kill
anyone under the age of 13. We do not knowingly collect personally identifiable information from persons under the age of 13. If you are a parent or guardian and you know that your child has provided us with Personal Data, please contact us. If we are aware that we have collected Personal Data from persons under the
age of 13 without considering parental consent, we will take steps to remove that information from our servers. Your California Privacy Rights (California Business and Professions Code Section 22581) California Business and Professions Code section 22581 allows Californians under the age of 18 who are registered
users of online sites, services or applications to request and obtain removal of content or information that they have publicly posted. To request the removal of such data, and if you are a Californian resident, you can contact us using the following contact information and include an email address associated with your
account. Please note that your request does not guarantee the complete or comprehensive removal of content or information published online and that the legislation may not allow or require removal under certain conditions. Links to other websites Our service may contain links to other websites that we do not work
with. If you click on a third-party link, you will be redirected to that third-party site. We recommend that you review the privacy policy for each site, Visit. We assume no control over the content, privacy policies or practices of third-party sites, or assume any responsibility for whether or not Changes to this Privacy Policy
We may update our Privacy Policy from time to time. We will notify you of any changes to the new privacy policy on this page. We will notify you by email and/or a prominent statement about our service before the changes are in effect and will update the last updated date at the top of this Privacy Policy. We recommend
that you periodically review this privacy policy to make changes. Changes to this Privacy Policy apply when they are posted on this page. Contact us If you have any questions about this privacy policy, you can contact us: Note: Our billing address is listed below. Do not send back to this address. All return to this address
will be refused. See our return policy for the above return instructions for Beach Audio 1601 N Sepulveda Blvd #712 Manhattan Beach, Ca 90266 Fax: 310-601-1854 email: Feedback WebsiteWe'd glad to hear your feedback on our website. Was it easy to use? Is there anything you don't understand? Is there anything
else you would like the site to provide? Do you just want to give a hello to our team! Contact us at the
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